Puppy Orientation

Purpose of Puppy Raising

To teach a young puppy good habits. We
want them to have a good foundation when
they enter the training program.



Puppy raisers give a young puppy
a good foundation for their future
as a potential service dog. You
will play a vital role in your foster
puppies success. A puppy needs
to learn basic skills that are
learned in a home: when and
where they go to the bathroom,
when and where they eat, when
and where they sleep.

How does starting with a
puppy benefit Believet?
Puppies

vs.

Adult Dogs

Puppies learn good
habits

Adult dogs already
learned bad habits

Puppies can grow
confidence

Adult dogs can be
timid and insecure

Believet has an
89% success rate
with puppies

Believet has a 63%
success rate with
adult, shelter dogs

Does starting a puppy have a
downside?
Adult Dogs
It takes
approximately 1
year to complete
the program
In the end, Adult
shelter dogs cost, on
average $28,000.

vs.

Puppies
It takes
approximately 2
years to complete
the program
Puppies are more
expensive since they
require early vet care,
equipment, and food
for a longer period.

How long will the puppy stay
with me?

On Average, 6-10 months.

It depends on when Believet has an open space, funds to cover the puppy’s
training, and if the puppy is ready to start training full time.

They will enter the training program full-time. They will have a normal work
schedule, 9-5, Monday - Friday. They then will enter the weekend foster
program. You will have the option to weekend foster the puppy you raised.

Feeding: When and How Much?
It is best to develop a regular feeding schedule. Often times your foster puppy is on a
three meals a day schedule. As they age, (usually around 4 months old) you can
gradually reduce to one feeding in the morning and one feeding at night.
The chart below shows cups of food per feeding.

Watch your Puppy’s Weight
Perfect weight: Can’t see ribs, but can feel them slightly when stroking their side.
Under weight: Can see ribs, 4 or more vertebrae.
Over weight: Can not see ribs or
feel them as you stroke their side.

Feeding: Can my service dog trainee
have other foods?

No, your service dog trainee can only have puppy food and training
treats. We also suggest using puppy food as your training treats. Often
times training treats are high in moisture and high in calories which can
cause upset stomachs and possibly diarrhea.

Our service dogs are trained to ignore
human food, especially in restaurants
and grocery stores. Giving them human
food will encourage unwanted
behaviors.
To avoid unwanted behaviors and
health upsets:
• Only feed the dog food provided.
• Feed treats that are intended for dogs.
• Clean up spills or dropped food
immediately.
• Do not allow others to give the dog
food.

Toxic and dangerous foods

Garlic, Grapes, Avocado, Chocolate, and alcohol are common toxic foods.
Again, do not give dogs food not intended for dog consumption.
Never leave them unsupervised with a chew.

Some foods that are considered good for people can be very
dangerous for dogs.
Anything with seeds or pits are generally dangerous for dogs, candy
(especially chocolate), coffee, onions, alcohol. Rawhide bones can
also be very dangerous. Rawhides are a choking hazard. There may
be additional foods that are dangerous for dogs, which is why we
require your foster dog to only be fed their puppy food.

Water
Your service dog trainee must always have access to
fresh, clean water

Can I give my puppy water from
other sources?
Only give dogs water from the tap or a fresh clean source. Think, “If I would
drink it, they can drink it.”

Lakes and ponds can develop Blue-Green
Algae that is lethal to dogs if ingested.
Toilets, pools, and street puddles have
chemicals and bacteria that will make your
dog sick and require veterinary attention.

Potty Training
When, how, where?
Much like feeding, it is best to
establish a schedule. First thing in
the morning, last thing before bed
and shortly after they eat or drink.
When potty training your
foster puppy they will need to go
out more often than an adult dog.
With more supervision your foster
puppy will learn more quickly.
Be patient!

To avoid accidents in the home:
• Take the puppy outside frequently.
• Take away water after 7pm.
• Take out before and after eating.
• Designate a relief area in the yard if you also use your yard for exercise.
This avoids confusion when needing the puppy to go potty, not play.

“No, outside”

Potty Training

Your service dog trainee
should always be on a leash
or in a fenced yard. They
should never have the
opportunity to run away
from you. Your trainee
should never be tethered to
an object.

Walking your Service Dog Trainee
Always have the dog on leash with a secure collar. Never let the dog off leash.
Do not allow children to walk the dog and children old enough to handle the
dog should not walk the dog alone.
 Will stretch over time and slip off, buckles prone to breaking.

Tethering: Never tether your service dog trainee for
any reason
Dogs tethered to objects can spook and slip their collar, or become so
frightened that they injure themselves trying to escape. The object may
also not be solid or heavy enough to restrain the dog.

Exiting a doorway
When walking though a doorway, have control of your dog. Don’t let them pull you
through the door. The dog should walk at your side under control. If the dog pulls,
stop and make the dog come back to your side and sit. Repeat every time the dog gets
ahead. Walk slowly together through the door and have the dog sit when on the other
side, shut the door, then walk on.

Supervising your service dog
trainee in your home
Crate Training: Where, When, How Long

Picking the right size crate
is important for crate
training, and can help
with potty training too!

Wire crates have their disadvantages: They are escapable, can offer too
much visibility causing the puppy to be anxious, or easily disrupted,
and if there is an accident, the mess will be everywhere.

We recommend plastic crates because of their privacy, sturdiness, and
contains any mess that might be made.

Crating: When
Crate the puppy any time the puppy can not be supervised and at bed time.

Destructive Behaviors:
Supervision
Watch for small behaviors that could lead to aggressive behaviors.
Remember, most dogs bite out of fear, not because they are mean.

Tail tucked
Submissive
peeing

Running
away
scared

Growling,
barking at
people or
objects.
Recoiling,
head down,
may start
showing
teeth.

Nearly all problems people have with their dogs being destructive could
have been avoided if the dog had been supervised. Remember, crate the
dog if it can not be supervised, even if for only 5 minutes.

When a dog is left unsupervised, you can never be sure what
they may have gotten into, and it could potentially be
dangerous and very costly.
The cost of foreign object removal from a dog’s stomach or intestines can be
as high as $3500.
Common objects ingested are: Socks, chewed up blanket pieces, baby
pacifiers, sticks, small toys, etc.
Signs of trouble are vomiting,
painful belly, lack of appetite,
presence of fever (more than
103.5F) and lethargy.

Play Time
Taking your dog on a walk twice daily, or throwing a ball for 10-15 minutes
gives them great exercise.

Over Heating
If throwing a ball for exercise, allow your dog to take breaks and cool down.
Dogs cool themselves by panting, so take a little time between each throw.
Heat stress can be deadly, so
help keep your dog cool.

Taking your dog to a clean pond or
lake on a hot day is a good way to get
them their exercise while keeping them
cool.

Play Time: Inappropriate activities
Do not allow your dog to play rough with other dogs. This behavior can
cause injury to both dogs, or could instigate a dog fight.
Separate the dogs, put the
problem dog on lead. You may
need to have one on a long line
while playing so you can get after
them for playing rough.

Playing tug of war leads to
mouthiness, and being
possessive of toys.

Play Time: Manners
Many unwanted behaviors start out as play, and are even encouraged in
lack of judgement. These behaviors can be hard to train out if not
extinguished right away.
Not setting boundaries.
Allowing or encouraging
jumping up on people.
Encouraging mouthiness

Tug of war with the leash
Encouraging the dog to bark

Bones: especially

cooked bones, are
dangerous because they
can splinter causing
damage to the dog’s
stomach lining and
intestines.

Rawhide: The dog can

chew chunks off and
swallow pieces too big
causing them to choke.

Nylon bones: The most durable chew. Is safe to leave
with the dog unsupervised. Veterinarian recommended.

Family and Social Gatherings
Teach family members and friends to be respectful of the dog’s training.
Do not allow them to rough house, or encourage disruptive behaviors.

Vehicle Safety
Riding in the car
Dogs Must be kept in a crate while
in a car or be tethered by a safety
harness to a seat belt buckle.

Keep windows rolled up,
do not let the dog stick
their heads out the
window.

Liability
What if something happens to the service dog trainee
while I am taking care of him?

What if the service dog trainee injures me or someone
else while he is with me?

Contact Believet right away.
Injuries/Sickness
Bring the dog to the vet if injured or sick.
The vet will give you instructions for care.
Believet will cover the vet costs.
Dog Bites
If the dog bites you or someone else, the dog needs to come back to
Believet.
Believet has insurance to cover dog bite incidents.

Notice the signs in your dog that may indicate that
they are fearful and may bite before it gets to the
point that they do bite someone.
If these signs are seen, the dog needs to be returned to Believet and will be
released from the program.

Liability
What if the service dog trainee damages someone’s
property while he is with me?
If property is
destroyed by the
dog, Believet will
pay for damages.
Although, you
will be expected to
keep better
supervision of the
dog.

If damages
continue to
happen due to
lack of
supervision, the
dog will be
returned to
Believet and a
new foster will
be found.

Obedience
Eye Contact

Click when the dog looks up into
your eyes. If the dog is distracted
and you’re having trouble getting eye
contact, click when the dog looks in
your direction to encourage focus on
you, make yourself more interesting
than the surroundings.

Obedience
Sit and Steady Sit

Click right before the dog sits. There is a time
delay between the action of clicking the
clicker and the sound the clicker makes. To
compensate for the delay, click when the dog
looks like they are about to sit. Learning a
dog’s body language comes with time and
practice

Introducing behavior: No commands.
Wait for the dog to sit and then DROP THE TREAT ON THE GROUND. This will
encourage the dog to get up again to get the treat and will then be ready to sit again
for another repetition.
Starting the command: Once the dog is consistently sitting 80% of the time
(getting up for the treat and then immediately sitting back down ready for
the next click at least 8/10 times) you may start to introduce the command
for sit.

Obedience
Steady Sit
Steadiness: To teach the dog stay sitting while ignoring distractions, tell the dog
to “sit”. Do not click when it sits! Start making a distraction by slowly shuffling
your feet or take a small step from side to side. If the dog stays sitting give them
a click and treat. Don’t give the treat if they pop up again after clicking. Wait for
the dog to sit again before giving the treat. If the dog pops up after giving the
treat, you may use conventional pressure (leash correction straight upwards) to
get the dog to sit manually. Do not click a behavior if you had to physically
make the dog do it. Once the dog is sitting again, cause some distraction by
shuffling your feet again. Start with easy distraction (shuffling feet), to moderate
(walking side to side), and get harder as your dog is more successful at being
steady. You want your dog to be successful, but also challenge them. If they keep
failing, go back to where they were last successful and work up from there.

The goal is to be able to have the dog sit and be able to walk 20-30 ft. away from
them without them getting up, even with other dogs around and distractions.

Obedience: Leave It
This command can be used to keep a dog away from spilled food,
another dog, person, or an object you want them to stay away from.
Phase 1: Start with a closed fist of treats. The dog will lick, nibble, paw, or
bark at your hand to try and get the treats. You want to click the moment
the dog backs away from your hand. This can be very subtle at first, just
inches away from your hand. You are rewarding the dog for backing away
from the temptation.

Timing of the click is very important. If the click is just a second late, the

dog may be going towards
Your hand again, meaning
you’ve just clicked the dog for
going towards the temptation.
If you click to early, you’ve
encouraged the dog to keep
licking or nibbling
your hand.

Obedience: Leave It
Phase 2: Once the dog understands they must back away in order to get a
click, start clicking the dog for eye contact rather than just backing away.
This shows they are truly leaving the treat and focused on you. You may
introduce the command for “Leave It” at this time. When the dog is no
longer going towards your hand, you may make the temptation harder by
opening up your hand flat exposing the treats.
The dog may go for the treats
again, quickly close your hand
and say “leave it”. Keep testing
the boundaries with the dog
until the dog understands they
must leave the treats alone.

Obedience: Leave It
Phase 3: When the dog is doing
very well giving eye contact
and not going for the exposed
treats in your hand, you may
lower the treats to the ground.
Anticipate the dog going
for the treats. If the dog
Goes towards the treats
before you set them on
the ground stand back up
and retry.

Obedience: Leave It
Phase 4: When the dog is giving you eye contact and leaving the treats on
the floor, you may start to test the dog by placing the treats closer to the dog
or even walking the dog around the treats, clicking for eye contact and
making leash corrections if the dog goes toward the treats. Once the dog
can walk around the treats while giving eye contact, you can start to use
“leave it” training with other items such as toys, dogs, or distractions and
click/reward for eye contact.
If there are problems
with leaving other
objects, simplify the
task and reverse the
phases until you have
success and then train
up from that phase.

Obedience: Down
Without telling the dog to lay down, click when the dog lays down. It might take
a long time for the dog to do it on their own, but it is important for them to
problem solve and make decisions on their own. Once they are starting to lay
down consistently, add the word “Down” then wait them out, clicking when they
lay down.

Obedience: Down

Steadiness: Start to delay the click when the dog lays down. Wait a couple seconds
then click. Gradually lengthen the time between the behavior and the click. If the
dog gets up after the click, wait for the dog to lay down again and then give the treat.
To help keep the dog down, you can step on the leash so they can’t get up. The dog
will learn that it needs to be down in order to get the treat. Gradually introduce
moving around the dog while it lays so the dog learns that they don’t need to get up
when you move. If the dog pops up when you start to move, stop and tell it “down”,
wait for the dog to return to down, say “down” again before moving and then start to
move.
Do not click the dog for laying down again if it had gotten up without being asked.

Obedience: Hand Touch
This behavior teaches the dog to follow your hand like a target. Hand touches
lead into service skills like turning on light switches, deep pressure therapy
“Visits”, and closing doors.
Hand touches are great for redirecting your dogs attention away from a
distraction, leading them into a heeling position, or finessing them up from
laying down.

Obedience: Hand Touch
Introduction: Start by placing your hand inches in front of the dog’s nose.
Don’t push your hand on their nose, they have to make the effort on their
own. Click the instant the dog touches your hand. When the dog is doing well
touching your hand consistently, you can introduce the command “touch”,
and start to move your hand further away until the dog has to get up and move
to touch your hand. If the dog is struggling, move your hand closer to get
success then gradually try moving your hand a little further away.

Obedience: Coming to Call
This drill helps the puppy learn it’s name and teaches it to come when called.
Have a leash and eventually a long lead on the puppy so you can catch it
if it strays off course. Starting from just a few feet away from each
other, the 1st person holds the puppy facing the 2nd person. The puppy
is let go when the 2nd person
calls “[dog name] heel”.
The 2nd person will click right
when the puppy gets to
them and give them a treat.
Make sure to grab the puppy
And turn it around facing the 1st
person and repeat.

Obedience: Coming to Call
After a couple reps start to move backwards from each other increasing
the distance between. Eventually you will be at the opposite ends of the
room from each other having the puppy run from one person to the other.
You may practice this outside with a long lead. There will be a lot of
distractions so start from just a few feet away again and increase the
distance gradually.

Public Access
Walking in Public
Children in Public
Strange dogs in Public

Public Access
Walking your Dog in Public:
•
•
•
•

Keep on walking paths.
Keep the dog under control, walking at your side.
Have the dog sit when people, cars, or bikes pass by.
Stay away from other dogs. Service dogs need to learn to ignore
other dogs and people.

Children in Public:

• Teach kids to ask permission
to pet dogs in public.
• Teach your dog that children
are ok by letting a kid give
them training treats if they
are nervous.
• Try to teach the dog to ignore
children.

Public Access
Strange Dogs in Public

Do not approach strange dogs in public. You do not know if the dog is safe
and might fight your dog, if the dog is vaccinated, or if the dog will make
your dog out of control.

Never take your dog to a dog park.

In a dog park, all dogs are off leash and there is no control if something goes
wrong.
Not all dogs are vaccinated and wormed as they should, do not take the
owner’s word for it.
If you want your dog to exercise and socialize with another dog, go to a
fenced in back yard with a dog that your dog has already met or a dog you
know is vaccinated, and dog friendly.
Supervise them while playing to make sure they don’t play rough.

Public Access
Dog Parks

Levels of Public Access
The levels start with low distraction and work up to high stimulation.
Work on basic obedience in each of these levels. Don’t move on to the
next level until the dog is comfortable and obedient in each preceding
level.

Public Access
State Parks

Levels of Public Access
Level 1: Public places with low activity. Around
the neighborhood, book stores, quiet
places with few people

Levels of Public Access
Level 2: Department stores, parks, restaurants.

Levels of Public Access
Level 3: Sporting events, State Fair, etc.

Vacations

Home Safety
The same precautions that are used with children apply to your
Service Dog trainee
Human Drugs:

Human Food:

Poisonous Plants:

House Rules:

Any medications can be harmful to
dogs. Keep them stored away in a
place they can’t get to them.

Daffodils, Tulips, lilies, and
carnations are just some common
house plants that are toxic to
dogs. Research the plants you
have around your house to see if
they are safe for your dog to be
around.

Be careful how you dispose of
wrappers, chicken bones, or other
organic waste. Keep garbage cans
out of their reach.

Fireplace screens, toilets with
closed lids, dryers and washers
safely closed, wires or strings not
left open or loose, all choking
hazards like small clothing
articles, toys, and other small
objects removed from reach.

The 4th of July is the worst
holiday for dogs.
We get more calls after the 4th
of July for dog problems than
any other time of year
Dogs can easily become noise
aversive after fireworks, which
can be detrimental to their
ability to do service work.

Emergencies
Emergency contacts are listed in your handout
Contact the Service Dog POC immediately
If the POC does not respond, contact the next
name under “Other Contacts”
If the POC is not available and it is a
veterinary emergency for your Service Dog,
contact Dr. at Countryside Animal Hospital
immediately.

Questions?

Contact Believet for any questions, we are happy to help.
Thank you for being a Believet Foster!

